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INTRODUCTION

For many years, scholars and pundits have fiercely debated whether 
voting patterns would favor Democratic candidates in the polls as racial 
and ethnic diversity in America increased. Florida is one state in which 
demography is not destiny. Despite a growing population of voters of 
color in Florida, Trump’s 2020 margin of victory in the state increased from 
his 2016 win. In that same timeframe, however, a ballot initiative to raise 
the minimum wage, typically an effort affiliated with Democratic and/or 
progressive support, exceeded the 60% approval necessary to pass in the 
state. 

In the context of this political flux and uncertainty, two of the state’s 
leading progressive organizations with differing base-building and 
organizing models, New Florida Majority and Organize Florida, decided 
to merge. While both groups recognized the minimum wage raise as 
a win and as a model for other issues they were advocating for, they 
also acknowledged that ballot initiatives alone would not realize the 
multi-racial, economically equitable future they hoped to achieve. Both 
organizations saw the need to build a strong electoral majority through 
mass outreach, paired with a deeply invested membership base that 
could wield the political power needed to pass and enact progressive 
policies in the face of growing conservative strongholds within the state. 
New Florida Majority and Organize Florida fused in January 2021 to form 
Florida Rising, with the belief that they could do more to consolidate and 
grow their power as one united entity instead of acting in coalition, an 
inherently fragile and breakable relationship. This profile contains insights 
from before the beginning of the merger in 2020 and continuing into the 
fall of 2021.  

As conservative forces took increasing control of Florida’s centers of 
power, how would New Florida Majority and Organize Florida reconstitute 
themselves as Florida Rising to build the scale and depth of membership 
necessary to win changes their communities sought? 

Organizational Overview and History

Though they were united in their vision for the future of Florida’s democracy, Organize Florida 
and New Florida Majority brought different strengths and strategies to the merger. Organize 
Florida was known for working at scale; it was adept at drawing in new dues-paying members 
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by canvassing and directly targeting large pools of Floridians to join their legislative and 
issue campaigns. For example, in partnership with social justice organizations in Orlando, the 
organization worked to get the TRUST Act passed, a bill seeking to ensure that undocumented 
immigrant residents in Orlando could not be profiled or detained based on citizenship status. 
Other campaigns included victories against landlords; securing FEMA extensions for members 
of the Puerto Rican diaspora that had relocated to Florida following Hurricane Maria; partnering 
with other progressive organizations including Jobs with Justice, Florida Immigrant Coalition, and 
Faith in Florida; and making endorsements via their PAC in local and state races. 

Although both organizations sought to build deep relationships with and between members, 
New Florida Majority brought a more elaborate infrastructure for including members in internal 
governance. This contributed to a strong sense of community and group cohesion within their 
local chapters that was then leveraged for local and state-level policy campaigns. New Florida 
Majority specifically utilized a people’s assembly model, in which people work collectively to 
identify priorities for their local communities, and communicated those priorities to candidates 
and policymakers. With eight people’s assemblies across the state in Jacksonville, Miami-
Dade County, Beach, Doral, and others, people often joined New Florida Majority through their 
local people’s assembly. These assemblies then participated in member-led decision-making 
by developing local issue platforms for candidate engagement and accountability. Members 
also took part in a statewide people’s assembly, in which New Florida Majority’s membership 
and partners from all regional assemblies came together to set the next year’s agenda. These 
assembly meetings enabled members to build deep relationships with one another, says Andrea 
Mercado, the previous executive director: “It’s really about the in-person meeting where you 
create the experience, where we share bread, where you hear stories…. How to do that at scale 
is a challenge, but we are trying to integrate… music, short storytelling, political education — all 
of this needs to translate into people wanting to come back and bring somebody else with them.” 
New Florida Majority articulated internal protocols for building community, from an emphasis on 
“creativity in organizing,” to providing food and refreshment and centering self-determination for 
members and their local communities.

After a year of intentional and strategic conversations about what the merger would look like, 
Florida Rising introduced itself in January 2021. To prepare, New Florida Majority and Organize 
Florida leveraged their collective strengths to achieve the balance between scale and relational 
organizing necessary to harness formidable electoral power. Now Florida Rising is focused on 
translating vision into reality, including wrestling with the various choices and challenges that 
arise when two different cultures and strategies merge into one. 

Membership Focus

Florida Rising’s organizational structure reflects an integrated theory of change for power-
building that seeks to balance member-led decision-making with scale. Staff believe that 
having both a robust Organizing Team and a strong Membership Team is essential to build the 
membership base at depth and also cultivate relationships at scale in order to win at the state 
level. Membership Director Serena Perez laid out the difference as such: “the membership 
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department is the department that is building the home and the 
organizing department is the department that is bringing people 
into the home.” In this way, Perez describes the merger as an 
exciting “blank canvas to come up with what that looks like.”

Florida Rising is still assessing what it means to engage and 
support members across these two departments. The current 
design allows people to flow bi-directionally between them, 
allowing for a variety of entry ramps and activities to involve 
people. While other organizations with limited resources and high 
electoral stakes may choose to focus exclusively on increasing 
membership numbers, Florida Rising decided that a priority for 
the merger — building on both groups’ cultures — would be cultivating the current base and 
increasing their engagement while also bringing in new members. Part of Florida Rising’s new 
vision combines the New Florida Majority people’s assembly model and Organize Florida’s 
strong retention-strategic structure.

The Membership Team is dedicated to discovering particular aspects of the organization that 
keep people returning — and hopefully bringing someone back with them. While anyone may 
participate in Florida Rising’s activities, becoming an official member entails special prerogatives 
that allow ownership over the organization’s collective work: candidate endorsement 
committees, campaign steering committees, political education, and leadership development 
and skills training programs. At its core, the Membership Team strives to integrate Florida Rising 
into members’ lives such that it is not an entity separate from their “normal” lives, but rather one 
that gives them power to influence issues that affect them through ownership over the collective 
work’s direction and priorities. 

There are many potential on-ramps for new members; anyone who enters through the 
membership drives is then directed to their local people’s assembly and flagged for the 
Organizing Team, whose responsibility is to follow up with these members, embedding them 
in strong interpersonal relationships and identifying opportunities for leadership development. 
The Membership Team then works to make sure there are opportunities for them to engage 
in Florida Rising’s political education trainings, regardless of whether they eventually want to 
take on more leadership-oriented roles. Alternatively, anyone who enters through the people’s 
assemblies or get-out-the-vote activities (the domains of the Organizing and the Electoral 
teams respectively), are prompted to become dues-paying members. Florida Rising also hosts 
a member-facilitated monthly virtual New Member Orientation to introduce the mission, vision, 
principles, campaigns, and ways to engage in the work. 

The principle behind all of this is the belief that the “ladder of engagement” is not linear; there 
is no singular end goal for the type of involvement every member should have (see Figure 1 
below). Not every member wants or has the capacity to become a leader, or to organize events, 
or to canvass, for example. As such, the organization’s theory of change, and therefore structure, 
has to match members’ experience. Thus, the intention behind the existence of the Membership 
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Team and the staff teams’ internal coordination is to increase the level of commitment from 
all who take action with Florida Rising. Asking them to assume ownership of the organization 
and its activities keeps everyone engaged, including people who are not interested in or able 
to take on leadership roles. “How do we define who belongs to the home, knowing that we will 
always have those people that are going to come to our assemblies, that are going to be in deep 
relationship with us, but there’s a matrix of folks that are only going to be engaging with us on 
much lighter levels?” Perez asks. “How do we create something where they can really feel that 
this is their home, even if all they do is maybe sign a petition and receive an email?” As the 
organization gets off the ground, she and her team are thinking through programs to run and 
tests to conduct to help them find answers. 

FIGURE 1. 

The ladder of 
engagement at 
Florida Rising is 
envisioned more 
as a system of 
interconnected, 
individualized 
pathways for taking 
action instead of a 
linear journey from 
new volunteer to 
leader.

FIGURE 2. 

New participants 
may join through 
many different on-
ramps, but all lead 
to being prompted 
to become a 
member.
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FIGURE 3. 

Sample pathway for new 
members whose on-ramp 
is through the Membership 
Team — they should be 
prompted to participate 
in programs that touch 
several organizational 
departments. Note: The 
pink boxes on the left 
indicate Membership Team 
activities; dark blue-lined 
boxes are overseen by the 
Organizing Team; and the 
Electoral Team runs the 
programs in the light blue-
lined boxes on the right.

FIGURE 4. 

Members exist in every 
level of engagement within 
Florida Rising

Learning Edges
Leaders who previously worked at Organize Florida or New Florida Majority shared that merging 
two organizations has not been without challenges. For one thing, organizational cultures rest 
on different norms, behaviors, and practices, and there can be tension everywhere from the 
neighborhood level to internal staff as those expectations change. For example, many people’s 
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assemblies were originally part of New Florida Majority, which 
placed a certain emphasis on relationship building and community 
rituals. Now, as these groups are asked to blend their approach 
with new goals toward recruiting and absorbing new members, 
they are having to adapt what may already be familiar to them. How 
should the organization balance a perspective of strengthening 
membership dues and recruitment while also deepening ongoing 
community-building and leadership development? But establishing 
a spirit of community cohesion is not as simple as sticking on a new 
label. Some members might not have any interest in the merger’s 
new theory of change, thinking it is not what they signed up for. 
Building community is not formulaic; needs and concerns vary from 
neighborhood to neighborhood, and organizers must figure out how 
to artfully weave together the existing dynamics and the vision for 
each group. 

Beyond cultural shifts, merging organizations entails new internal 
processes, roles, and responsibilities. The Membership Team, 
for example, is completely new, as is its “lab” that is tasked with 
brainstorming and researching effective tactics for boosting 
recruitment numbers. As they design novel efforts and recruitment 
campaigns, and as they bring in members, they will have to navigate 
new terrain to integrate these into staff processes. Newly hired 
Campaign Director Ivanna Gonzalez illustrates the questions about 
structure and internal democracy that the merger has surfaced: 
“this question of the relationship between our campaign steering 
committees and the regional people’s assemblies and the statewide 
assemblies, and then the ways members come in through the 
Membership Team and flow into all those spaces, is one of the big 
unanswered questions of our infrastructure.” How will the Membership Team coordinate with 
the Communications Team to launch and evaluate efforts to turn online action-takers into 
offline volunteers? As Membership builds relationships with potential leaders through skills 
trainings, how does that affect the division of relationship management responsibilities between 
Membership and Organizing teams? On another note, how will the Data Team merge the 
records from two different organizations with two different databases, how will they decide to 
track volunteer engagement moving forward, and how will their new approach to engagement 
statistics reflect Florida Rising’s more nuanced theory of change? 

As the organization continues to grow, it will face many downstream decisions about culture 
and protocol. However, Florida Rising’s resolution to place both member decision-making at the 
center of their decisions on scale and depth as a new organization has laid a blueprint for them 
to follow as they deal with such unknowns.
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